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Turbulent Dispersion of Heavy 
Particles With Nonlinear Drag 
The analysis of Reeks (1977) for particle dispersion in isotropic turbulence is extended 
so as to include a nonlinear drag law. The principal issue is the evaluation of the 
inertial time constants, 0^', and the mean slip. Unlike what is found for the Stokesian 
drag, the time constants are functions of the slip velocity and are anisotropic. For 
settling velocity, VV. much larger than root-mean-square of the fluid velocity fluctua-
tions, Uo, the mean slip is given by Vj. For Vj -• 0, the mean slip is related to turbulent 
velocity fluctuation by assuming that fluctuations in /?„ are small compared to the 
mean value. An interpolation formula is used to evaluate /?„ and Vj in regions 
intermediate between conditions ofYj-'O and VV > Ug. The limitations of the analysis 
are explored by carrying out a Monte-Carlo simulation for particle motion in a 
pseudo turbulence described by a Gaussian distribution and Kraichnan's (1970) 
energy spectrum. 
Introduction 
Small particles, drops or bubbles in a turbulent environment 
assume a turbulent behavior because of their response to the 
fluid velocity fluctuations. The principal problem in predicting 
the dispersion of particles is that the statistics of the fluid fluc-
tuations must be specified along the paths of the particles, which 
are not known a priori. Considerable progress has been made 
in calculating the turbulence properties by solving the equation 
of motion for a prescribed fluid turbulence since Tchen's (1947) 
work. Satisfactory solutions have been presented by Reeks 
(1977), Pismen and Nir (1978), and Nir and Pismen (1979). 
The common feature of these analyses is that Corrsin's (1959) 
independence approximation is used and the fluid turbulence is 
assumed to be isotropic and Gaussian. A simplified version of 
Tchen's equation was used that includes only Stokes drag and 
gravitational force. In many applications, however, the particle 
Reynolds number exceeds unity. This paper examines the dis-
persion of particles and the mean-square of the particle velocity 
fluctuations when the drag does not obey Stokesian law. 
The equation of motion for a heavy particle is 
with 
and 
4 dV 4 
- -na^pp -T = ^ TTo^Ppg + (/>67rp/^a(u(Y, t) - V) 
dt 
(ji = CD Rep/24. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
In the above, Y(f) and V(?) are the trajectory and velocity of 
the particle, u(Y, t) = u(x, 0 U=y and u(x, t) is the fluid velocity 
in a frame moving with a mean uniform velocity. Therefore 
u(Y, t) is the fluid fluctuating velocity seen on the particle 
trajectory. Term g = gei is the gravitational acceleration, pp 
and pf are particle and fluid density, u is the kinematic viscosity 
of the fluid, Co is the standard drag coefficient, and the instanta-
neous Reynolds number is defined as 
Re„ = lu - y\2a/u. (4) 
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Equation (1) is a simplified version of Tchen's (1947) formu-
lation with the Stokesian drag (</> = 1) replaced by a nonlinear 
drag (<̂  > 1) and the unsteady forces such as the Basset history 
force and added-mass force are neglected. For Re^ <$ 1, the 
effect of the Basset history force on the dispersion of particles 
in an isotropic turbulence has been shown to be negligible (Mei 
et al., 1991). It has also been demonstrated (Mei et al., 1991; 
Mei and Adrian, 1992; Mei, 1994b) that, as Re,, increases, the 
unsteady force associated with acceleration becomes less im-
portant compared to the nonlinear quasi-steady drag at low 
frequencies. Therefore, Eq. (1) is a valid approximation for 
studying particle dispersion in turbulence with a finite particle 
Reynolds number. 
Reeks (1980) considered particle-dispersion in phase space, 
without the effect of a settling velocity, by using the Eulerian 
direct interaction theory to close Liouville's equation of particle 
motion. Within that framework, it is difficult to handle more 
general nonlinear drag laws in three dimensions (as Reeks 
pointed out). Lumley (1978) considered the effect of large set-
tling velocity, VT, on the particle time constants in the nonlinear 
drag range and indicated that the response time associated with 
the longitudinal component is smaller than that with the lateral 
component. He suggested that the particle fluctuating velocity 
can be characterized by a linear equation using two time con-
stants. However, when the settling velocity is comparable with 
the turbulence velocity, the expansion for large VV used by 
Lumley fails since the effects of turbulence on VT and on the 
time constants are not determined. 
In the nonlinear drag range, Kada and Hanratty (1960), Tun-
stall and Houghton (1968), Murray (1970), Hwang (1983, 
1985), and Ikeda and Yamasaka (1989) found a reduction in VV 
for a particle in a turbulent flow or in an oscillating flow due 
to the nonlinearity of the drag. Maxey (1987) studied the gravi-
tational settling of aerosol particles in a pseudo Gaussian turbu-
lence by using a random Fourier series representation (Kraich-
nan, 1970). In the Stokesian drag range, he found that turbulence 
increases the particle settling velocity since particles with finite 
inertia tend to accumulate in regions of high strain rate and 
low vorticity. Wang and Maxey (1993) used a direct numerical 
simulation (DNS) of forced isotropic turbulence and found that 
the enhancement in settling velocity is even stronger than in a 
pseudo-Gaussian turbulence when a linear drag law is used. 
This paper focuses on the stationary behavior (VV = constant) 
of particles in isotropic, Gaussian turbulence subjected only to 
nonlinear (i.e., non-Stokesian) drag and a gravitational force. 
The central questions are as follows; 
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(i) How does the nonlinearity of the drag affect the disper-
sion and the root-mean-square of the particle velocity fluctua-
tion? 
(ii) How do the nonlinearity of the drag and turbulence 
affect the inertial time constants and the settling velocity of the 
particle? 
To address these issues analytically, two limiting cases are con-
sidered: (i) large VV for which the critical assumption is Taylor's 
frozen field hypothesis and (ii) zero VT for which the critical 
approximation is that the randomly varying particle time constant 
is replaced by the time averaged value. These limits are used to 
develop an approximate formulation that spans the full range of 
particle settling velocity for the case where the fluctuations of /3 
are small compared to the mean value. In this way, Reeks' (1977) 
analysis is extended to describe particle turbulence. 
The complete derivation of the theory outlined above is lengthy 
and can be found in Mei (1990) and in a report by Mei et al. 
(1993). This paper outlines the analysis and presents final results. 
The approximate theory is validated by performing a Monte-Carlo 
simulation of particle motion in turbulence with a fully nonlinear 
drag law and arbitrary body force. Subsequently, the approximate 
theory is used to explore parametrically particle turbulence, includ-
ing the effects of an anisotropic particle time constant and the 
effect of turbulence on the setfling velocity. 
Analyses for Particle Turbulence 
Asymptotic Behavior of Particle Motion With Large Set-
tling Velocity. For finite Re,„ the following relation from Clift 
et al. (1978) is used for the steady-state drag, 
4> = i\ +b Re;;), (5) 
with b = 0.15 and n = 0.687. Equation (1) with the above 4> 
creates a difficulty because Re,,Cn is nonlinear in (u — V). In 
the limit of VV ^ "o, or 
this can be handled by expanding cf) near an average particle 
Reynolds number, 
Re, = Vjla/u, (7) 
in a Taylor series valid for small (Re,, — Rci). By using binomial 
expansions for </>, |u - Vl, and 4>6npjva(u - V), taking an 
ensemble average or a time average of (1), utilizing the symme-
try relation ((1)2 - Uzf) = {(1)3 — MJ)^), and neglecting triple 
correlations of the turbulent fluctuations of 0(K~^), the follow-
ing equation is obtained for the ensemble averaged particle 
velocity: 
Vr = Vrsl 1 + b Re'; 
n + 1 
+ bn Re'i' • 
((l), - «,)") + ((1)2 - M2)') 
4̂ 
where 
2 pa^g _ g 9 v 
9 u / ? , ' ^' 2 pa'' 
(8) 
(9) 
are the settling velocity and the inertial parameter of the particle 
in the Stokes regime, respectively, and p = p,Jpf is the density 
ratio. In (8), 
V = V - VT*, (10) 
is the turbulent particle velocity and {(«„ — i)„)̂ ) can be evalu-
ated by recognizing that for a linear system 
("a«a) = (vl) (11) 
\ = VTJUO > 1 (6) 
(see Appendix A in Mei et al., 1993). Equation (8) indicates 
that turbulent fluctuations reduce VT. 
Nomenclature 
a = radius of spherical particles 
D{T) = Eulerian auto-correlation func-
tion 
Df = fluid turbulent diffusivity 
Dy = particle turbulent diffusivity 
tensor 
E{k) = energy spectrum in the wave-
number space 
£̂ 11(̂ 1) = longitudinal energy spectrum 
Fg = Froude number based on typical 
wave number, ko, of fluid turbu-
lence and Mo 
g = gravitational acceleration 
k = wave number 
Ln = integral length scale of the fluid 
turbulence 
probability density function 
particle Reynolds number 
based on the average slip veloc-
ity 
particle Reynolds number 
based on settling velocity in the 
Stokes drag range 
Re«o = = Uo2alv, particle turbulence 
Reynolds number 
Rci = = Vjlalv, particle settling 
Reynolds number 
P 
Reo 
Reps 
KI.U^T) = fluid Lagrangian correla-
tion tensor evaluated on 
the particle trajectory 
Rv„^S'^) = particle velocity correla-
tion 
'SB„;I„(W) = power spectrum of the 
fluid velocity seen by an 
observer moving on the 
particle trajectory 
^VaV„('^) = power spectrum of the 
particle velocity 
7} and T, = final and initial instants of 
the time averaging process 
Ta = Eulerian integral time 
scale of turbulence 
u = fluid turbulence 
Mo = rms turbulent velocity 
V = particle turbulent velocity 
Drf = = I u — VI, particle slip 
velocity 
(UT) and (̂ 2) = particle turbulence inten-
sity 
Vti = mean particle slip velocity 
VT = particle settling velocity 
VTS = particle settling velocity in 
the Stokes drag range 
$y(k, r ) = turbulence energy spectrum 
tensor 
Y = particle displacement vector 
P = reciprocal of time constants 
or inertial parameter of the 
particle 
0s = P in the Stokesian drag range 
(j) = correction for Stokesian drag 
X. = particle settling rate = VVMO 
Pf and p,, = fluid and particle material 
densities 
p = = p^pf, particle-to-fluid den-
sity ratio 
r = time delay 
w = frequency 
V = fluid kinematic viscosity 
Overhead 
= denote the normalization 
using l/A:o and MQ 
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A differential equation for the components of the fluctuating 
velocity is obtained by subtracting (8) from (1) and neglecting 
terms of order k'^: 
dv„ 
PaiUa — Va), « = 1 Or 2. 
The particle inertial parameters li„ are 
PiiPs = \ + b{\ + n) Re?, 
PilPs 1 + b Re';. 
(12) 
(13a) 
(13Z>) 
Lumley (1978) developed an approximation for the drag at large 
N. and also found that px > P2. The above can be shown to be 
equivalent to the result of Lumley. The particle turbulence 
(Wa) can be calculated for a given energy spectrum of the fluid 
turbulence by solving (12). 
Extension of Reeks' Analysis for Particles Witli Arbitrary 
\ And Anisotropic Response. In Reeks' (1977) analysis, 
the assumption of Stokes drag resulted in the use of an iso-
tropic reciprocal time constant for heavy particles pi = P2 
= Ps = 9vl{2pa'). Mei (1990) modified Reeks' theory to 
calculate the turbulence properties for particles with aniso-
tropic response Px a Pi by solving (12). Corrsin's (1959) 
independence approximation was used and the turbulence 
was assumed to be isotropic and Gaussian. Following Kraich-
nan (1970) and Maxey (1987), the energy spectral density 
function of the Eulerian fluid velocity, $(,(lc, r ) , was assumed 
separable in Ic and r : 
#,(k, r) = D{T) 
1 E{k) 
4TT e 6v-
kjc. 
where D{T), the auto-correlation function of the fluid velocity 
fluctuations in a frame moving with a mean velocity, character-
izes the self-decay of the turbulent eddies and E{k) is the distri-
bution of energy in wave number space. The auto-correlation 
function is taken as 
D{T) = exp(-wgr'/2), 
and E{k) is taken as 
E(k) = ^^'(^^xv{-2eil^). 
(15) 
(16) 
Equation (15) implies that the Eulerian integral time scale is 
given by To = tnlllujo. The value of ko in (16) is related to the 
longitudinal integral length scale, Ln = 7r£n(0), as 
ko = y2n/Li (17) 
In this study, u>o = koUo or 7 = a;o/(̂ o«o) = 1 is chosen. Other 
values of 7 have been explored in a discussion of the effects 
of turbulence structure on the particle settling velocity (Mei, 
1994a). To relate the turbulence properties of the particles to 
known physical quantities, the following dimensionless vari-
ables and parameters are introduced: 
f = tkoUo, Y = Yko, "V = V/MO, £•„« = D^Muo, (18) 
Fg = ulkolg, h = PJikoUo), (19) 
where Fg is the Froude number defined in Reeks (1977) to 
characterize the effect of the gravitational force on particle dis-
persion. 
Mei (1990) obtained the following results for the dimen-
sionless correlation functions i?i;,„.(f) of the velocity fluctuations 
of the fluid that are seen by the particle: 
PP (:s.\ — 
14.2(02, 
and 
«U(r) 
_ 1 f J 1 ^22(^2, T ) 
2I f^xiiPu f) 
where 
Dm 
f )Mif(^„ f) ^""^ _ 
"j \'f' ~ 
_ 4Mn(/?2, f)_ 
a' = y' + - . 
X^f' 
^^niPu f). 
(20) 
Ku.iPi, f) , (21) 
(22) 
AK T) 
^ &x^{hlla^ + ^„f j erfc ^ {af + ~PJa) ) (23) 
KP,, f) = f(p„, f) + jiP,, -f) - 2AP., 0) (24) 
Mii(^„, f) = 1 + UhCp., f) + \ [exp(-a^fV2) - 1] 
21 a 
^/^^^KS)} ^''^ 
(14) 1^2202, f) = 1 -I- 1 
Sa' 
IMh f) - 1] 
\2^^/(16o-*)/j(^2, f). (26) 
The Lagrangian correlation function for the particles, the turbu-
lent intensities of the particles, and the long-time diffusivities 
of the particles are related to the correlation function R''„^„J_f) 
for f > 0 by the following equations: 
K^.m Jo ,(z)[exp(-/?„(z + f)) 
+ exp(-pjz ~ f\)]dz, (27) 
(Hi) = pA K^^S-z) exp(-p,z)dz, (28) 
Jo 
Da» = f KuSz)dz. (29) 
Jo 
These results contain the effects of two sources of non-linear-
ity: the essential nonlinearity associated with Lagrangian motion 
and the nonlinearity associated with the drag law. However, in 
order to use (20)-(29), Pi, P2, and \ (or W) need to be specified. 
This is accomplished by developing an interpolation formula 
between the asymptotic cases of X -* 0 and \ -*• o=. 
Turbulence Characteristics of Particles For k-* 00, The 
calculation of the turbulence characteristics of the particles with 
(6) for X -»00 is done by using Csanady's (1963) approximations 
that the trajectory of a particle, relative to a frame moving with 
the mean fluid flow, is nearly a straight line Y = (Vj-f, 0, 0), 
and that Taylor's frozen field hypothesis is a valid approxima-
tion. For the asymptotic case of X -• <», the influence of fluid 
turbulence on the settling velocity is small and can be neglected 
in (8). The following approximation for VT is obtained: 
VT = g/p2(l + 0(\~')) ^ glp2 and X = l/(Fg h)- (30) 
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It can be shown that the dimensionless diffusivities are 
Z5,, = ^ l \ = V2^ Fg P2, D22 = y2^ Fg P2 Ola, b) 
and the intensities are 
(iT?) ~ V2^ Fg/3,^2, (v1> ~ V̂27r Fg/32. (32a,*) 
Lumley (1978) recognized that P\ > P2 but the dependence 
of (iĴ ) on P\ and P2 was not clear at the time. It is seen from 
(13) that fi-i is always greater than p2- If the anisotropy in the 
time constants is not taken into account, the prediction of {v]) 
can be in error by 30 percent at Rci ~ 10. 
Particle Motion With Zero Settling Velocity. In the ab-
sence of body forces, the equation governing the particle mo-
tion, 
dW 
— = ps{l+h Re;;)(u - V) = ^(u - V) (33) 
at 
is different from (12) in that /3 in (33) varies with time. 
Let 
V, = | u - V I , y, = (i,,) = ( | u - V I ) , (34) 
Rco = Vjlalv, (35) 
where v^ and V̂  are the instantaneous and the average magnitude 
of the slip velocity between fluid and particle. The average 
particle Reynolds number, Rco, is based on V,/. In equation (33), 
the time varying P can be decomposed into a mean, (/3), and a 
fluctuation, /?', 
so that 
Define 
dW_ 
dt 
P = {p} + P' 
= (/3)(u - V) + ^ ' ( u - V). 
= {p'y'm 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
as the ratio of the rms value of /?' to the mean value {P). If r 
< 1, the second term in (37), which is very difficult to handle 
analytically, may be neglected. The mean value (/?) is approxi-
mated as 
iP) -- Ps(l+b (Re„) ") = p^l+b ReS) (39) 
where (v"!) has been approximated by V3 with less than 2 percent 
error (Mei, Adrian and Hanratty, 1993). After neglecting the 
nonlinear fluctuating term, Eq. (37) can be expressed in dimen-
sionless form as 
dV ~ 
^ « <^)(u - V). 
dt 
(40) 
The mean slip velocity, V^, is yet to be determined. For Vr 
= 0, the statistics of («„ - ii„) are identical for a = 1,2 and 3. 
A Gaussian distribution in u(x, t) implies that V(0 is also 
Gaussian for a strictly linear system. For the present nonlinear 
system with (p) depending on (u - V), this is a good approxima-
tion and its validity will be confirmed by the results from the 
Monte-Carlo simulation. Hence the probability distribution of 
Vd = [(ill - "1)^ + i^2 - "2)̂  + (̂ 3 - u,fV'^ is approximately 
Maxwellian, with a probability density function (pdf) given by 
(41) 
where, using Eq. (11), 
o-» = {(Vc - u„f) = ul - (vl). 
The mean value of v^ is, after integration, 
K, = V s / ^ o-„, 
or 
V,= 
37r 
(3ul - (vi) - (vl) - {vj}) 
(42) 
(43) 
(44) 
Equations (20), (28), (39), and (44) are closed. They can be 
solved iteratively for ^i;^„„(f), (vl), (P„) and V/, the diffusivity 
Daa is obtained from (29) after the solution converges. 
It should be noted that as Rco increases the nonlinearity in 
the drag law becomes stronger, and the neglect of p' in (37) 
introduces larger errors. Therefore, the present analysis for zero 
settling velocity may fail to predict, accurately, the intensity of 
particle turbulence at very high particle Reynolds numbers. This 
issue will be further discussed when comparisons are made with 
results from the Monte-Carlo simulation. 
Particle Motion for tlie Case of Arbitrary X. The predic-
tions for particle dispersion with a nonlinear drag law have been 
presented for two extreme cases, i.e., \ = 0. and X. -• «>. An 
interpolation scheme based on the results for X = 0 and X -• 00 
(Mei et al., 1993) is used to carry out calculations for X — 0(1). 
The average slip velocity V,i is approximated as 
V, X̂  + 
3n 
(3 ~ (v]) - (vl) - (uD) (45) 
The time-averaged particle Reynolds number is then given by 
Reo = V^ila/f = Vrf Rewo (46) 
where 
Rewo = Ua2alv (47) 
is a turbulence particle Reynolds number, which characterizes 
the influence of the turbulence velocity UQ on the drag. 
For a finite X, p^ can again be decomposed into mean and 
fluctuating parts and /?,', may be neglected to the leading order. 
The following interpolation incorporates the anisotropy of P^ 
at finite X, 
P.iPs ^\+b{\- n) ReS 
+ few R e r ' Rew, (2X)̂  + f- (3 - (.1) - 2(iri)) (48fl) 
PilPs 1 + b ReS. (48fe) 
The above representation is not exact, but it is satisfactory in 
that it recovers (13) and (39) in the small and large X limits. 
Hereafter, { ) will be omitted for the averaged values of parti-
cle inertial parameters. 
The particle settling velocity may be approximated as 
Vr = glp2, or X = l/(Fg P^). (49a, b) 
p{v,i) = V2/7r vya,, e-xpi-fiya^) 
This recovers (30) to 0(X ') for the case of X -^ «>, and is exact 
when the drag is in the Stokes range for all values of X. 
Equations (20)-(21), (28), (45), and (48)-(49) constitute a 
closed system. The solution is obtained iteratively. The numeri-
cal integration (28) requires most of the computation but it is 
straightforward to implement it. The validity of the interpolation 
formula will be confirmed by comparing with the results from 
a Monte-Carlo simulation. The influence of turbulent velocity 
fluctuations on Pa and X and on the particle turbulence in the 
nonlinear drag range can be examined parametrically. 
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In subsequent sections, " ~ " will be dropped and the results 
will be presented in dimensionless form, unless otherwise men-
tioned. 
Monte-Carlo Simulation for Particle Motion in Isotropic 
Gaussian Turbulence. The analyses presented above involve 
several assumptions: Corrsin's independence approximation, 
the replacement of the instantaneous particle inertial parameters 
by averaged values (as in (40)), the neglect of the contribution 
from the fluctuating particle time constant, the use of a Gaussian 
distribution for particle velocity in the nonlinear drag range, 
and interpolation formulae for y,/, Pa, and X. To validate the 
analyses and to gain an understanding of the characteristics 
of particle motion in the nonlinear drag range, Monte-Carlo 
simulations of random particle motions were performed in an 
isotropic, Gaussian pseudo-turbulence with D{T) and E{k) given 
by (15-16) for y = 1. The method of generating the pseudo-
turbulence M,(x, 0 follows exactly that of Kraichnan (1970) and 
Maxey (1987). The number of Fourier modes used in each 
realization is A' = 64. Ensemble averages over a large number 
of particles (A/̂ ) are compared with the above analysis. 
In Reeks' (1977) analysis, two parameters, P2 and Fg, are 
sufficient to describe the particle dispersion in the Stokes drag 
range. For nonlinear drag, three independent dimensionless pa-
rameters are needed: Ps = 9vl{2pa^kaUa), Fg = ulkjg and RCMO 
= Uo2a/v if 7 = u>o/{kouo) is fixed. These three parameters are 
chosen because they can be calculated directly from the physical 
properties of the particle and the fluid and a knowledge of the 
turbulence; quantities such as /3„ and X are not known a priori. 
Alternatively, one can define a Stokes particle Reynolds number 
Rep, = VTs2a/v = ^ ^ 
4pfl'g 
9 v^ 
(50) 
which is related to /3,, Fg and Re^o as 
Rep, = Rewo/A Fg- (51) 
The dependence of the solution on /?„ Rewo, and Fg can be seen 
explicitly from the following particle dynamic equation that is 
solved numerically, 
dV/dt = P,n + b RewSlu - V!"](u - V) -I- 1/Fg, (52) 
dYldt = V, (53) 
which are dimensionless forms of Eqs. ( l)-(2). 
Equations (52)-(53) were solved using a multi-step fourth-
order predictor (Adams-Bashforth)-corrector (Adams-Moulton) 
method. It is accurate up to 0{/^f). The integrations for all 
particle trajectories start from Y = 0 at f = 0 with an initial 
velocity (Vi, V2, Vj) = (X', 0, 0) where X' is the settling velocity 
estimated from the nonlinear analysis. 
The statistical quantities of interest are obtained by averaging 
over Np independent particles and over a time period of 
(Tf~Ti) in which T, is a time after which the particle reaches a 
dynamic equilibrium with the surrounding turbulence and the 
particle diffusivities reach stationary, long time values, and 7} 
is the time at which the computation stops. The lateral quantities 
are further averaged over a = 2 and a = 3 to improve the 
statistical accuracy. The details are given in Mei et al. (1993) 
and in Mei (1990). 
Results and Discussions 
Verification of tiie Nonlinear Analysis 
Comparisons With The Monte-CaHo Simulation. A study 
of the convergence characteristics of the Monte-Carlo simula-
tion for averaged quantities, such as P2, X, Va, (vl), and £)„<,, 
indicates that at least Np = 2000 particle trajectories are needed 
to obtain accurate values of particle diffusivities with a reason-
able computation time for each particle; Np > 4000 is used for 
the results to be reported. For Re«o = 4, /3s = 0.6667, and Fg 
= 1 (which give Rco = 5.6232 and X = 0.9975), the "errors" 
in the 4000-particle average are at most 1 percent for (vl) and 
3 percent for D„„ in comparison to a 13,000-particle average. 
Table 1 compares, in detail, the dispersion results obtained 
with a 5000-particle average to the nonlinear analysis for six 
cases, for which Rewo ranges from 1.3289 to 13.289, Fg ranges 
from 0.2 to 00, and the settling rate, X, ranges from 0 to 8.1. At 
Re«o = 1.3289, the differences in (vl) and D„„ predicted by the 
simulation and by the analysis are less than 3.5 percent. The 
largest "error" of 3.27 percent for X occurs at X !=s 1 because 
this case is not close to either of the two limiting cases. 
It is worth mentioning here that previous investigators 
(Reeks, 1977; and Pisman and Nir, 1978) found that, if gravita-
tional effects are neglected (Fg > 1), the particle diffusivity 
can exceed dimensionless fluid diffusivity Df = 0.8926 for the 
Gaussian spectrum considered here. (Pisman and Nir's analysis 
gave a more accurate value of £>/ = 0.903.) Both the nonlinear 
analysis and the Monte-Carlo simulation show that this is also 
the case when a nonlinear drag law is used. 
Usually, the particle Reynolds number is taken as an indica-
tion of the nonlinearity of the dynamic equation. The average 
particle Reynolds number based on the average slip velocity, 
Rco, increases with increasing turbulence intensity, character-
ized by Re«o = Uo2a/v, or with increasing particle settling veloc-
ity, X. However, the true measure of the nonlinearity of the 
system should be r = {P'ly^/Pz because the fluctuating compo-
nent of the viscous drag, P'a(Ua — Ua), is the nonlinear term that 
cannot be handled analytically and is neglected by assuming r 
<§ 1. This causes an under-prediction of the intensity of particle 
turbulence which is illustrated in the comparison between the 
analysis and the Monte-Carlo simulation in Table 1 for M.C.5 
and M.C.6. However, note that the particle diffusivities do not 
show such a trend. 
Consider the first four cases in Table 1. The first three have 
about the same values of r and the differences between the 
prediction and the simulation are about the same. The fourth 
has a larger RCQ («^ 11) and larger X (=^8.1) but smaller r. Overall 
errors of (vl) and D„„ are smaller. The last two cases are for 
higher Rewo, much larger particle inertia and relatively small or 
zero gravity. The value of r is 2 - 3 times larger than in the 
previous four cases. The larger Rewo are associated with larger 
r and larger errors in predicting Pa, X, RCQ, (vl), and £>„„. How-
ever, it should be pointed out that the last two cases are very 
extreme. These particles have very large inertia {P2 < 0.05) 
and small settling rates. Though the relative errors in predicting 
the intensities are as large as 11 percent for the lateral compo-
nent, the particles have little energy associated with the random 
motion in such cases. If the gravitational force increases, the 
value of r will decrease and the prediction will then be im-
proved. In many practical cases of particle dispersion in turbu-
lence, the region of interest in the (p2, X) parameter space is 
where the particle response time is comparable with the local 
turbulence time scale, say P ~ 0{1). Under these circumstances, 
the present nonlinear analysis is adequate to predict /3„, X, Rco, 
(vl), and the particle diffusivity. 
Figure 1 compares the pdf's of the particle velocity and the 
particle-fluid slip velocity, predicted by the Monte Carlo simula-
tion, to that from the nonlinear analysis. This is for a case with 
zero settling rate and very large inertia (P2 = 0.0473) at rela-
tively high average particle Reynolds number (RCQ = 10.3). 
Even in such a nonlinear situation (r = 0.126), the particle 
velocity follows the Gaussian distribution very well. For a very 
large settling rate (X f« 8.12), better agreement (not shown here) 
is observed for both the lateral and longitudinal component. 
Figure 1 shows that the slip velocity, v^ = | u - V |, in a three-
dimensional space follows the MaxweUian distribution. Thus, 
it can be concluded that the particle velocity can be approxi-
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koUa ' g 
1.3289 
0.4165 
00 
1.3289 
0.4165 
2 
1.3289 
0.4165 
1 
1.3289 
0.3386 
0.2041 
6.6445 
0.0271 
CO 
13.289 
0.0095 
40 
Table 1 Comparison between the analysis 
M.C.I 
Anal. 
% 
M.C.2 
Anal. 
% 
M.C.3 
Anal. 
% 
M.C.4 
Anal. 
% 
M.C.5 
Anal. 
% 
M.C.6 
Anal. 
% 
fco«o 
0.5026 
0.5052 
0.52 
0.5168 
0.5209 
0.79 
0.5445 
0.5487 
0.77 
0.6011 
0.6022 
0.02 
0.0468 
0.0473 
1.07 
0.0221 
0.0227 
2.71 
0.0030 
0 
0.9295 
0.9599 
3.27 
1.7965 
1.8226 
1.44 
8.1182 
8.1358 
0.22 
0.001 
0.0 
1.0291 
1.1011 
7.00 
(H - v)2a 
V 
1.6423 
1.6650 
1.38 
2.0433 
2.1105 
3.29 
2.8900 
2.9760 
3.13 
10.9418 
10.9912 
0.45 
10.280 
10.306 
0.25 
24.578 
25.556 
3.98 
and the simulation of 5000 particles 
2 2 
0.3965 
0.3835 
3.28 
0.3906 0.3690 
0.3945 0.3599 
1.00 2.47 
0.3936 0.3108 
0.3885 0.3084 
1.30 0.77 
0.1999 0.0933 
0.2021 0.0936 
1.10 0.32 
0.0595 
0.0553 
7.06 
0.0298 0.0243 
0.0282 0.0216 
5.37 11.11 
Ell 
koUo 
1.0542 
1.0305 
2.25 
0.9815 
0.9802 
0.13 
0.8858 
0.8636 
2.51 
0.2945 
0.2992 
1.60 
1.1898 
1.2119 
1.86 
1.1749 
1.0880 
7.40 
D22 
koUo 
0.9181 
0.9169 
0.13 
0.6830 
0.7049 
3.21 
0.1561 
0.1586 
1.60 
1.0104 
0.9650 
4.49 
02 
0.0511 
0.0544 
0.540 
0.0320 
0.126 
0.165 
M.C.: Monte-Carlo simulation. 
Anal. Nonlinear analysis. 
%: Percentage difference between M.C. and nonlinear analysis. 
mated as Gaussian in the nonlinear drag range provided that 
the fluid turbulence is Gaussian. 
The behavior of the ensemble averaged particle diffusivities 
(using 4000 particles) is shown in Fig. 2 for the case at zero 
settling with strong nonlinearity, RCQ = 10.3. The long time 
values of the diffusivities, D„„(r), obtained from the nonlinear 
analysis and from the time average of the simulation are also 
included. Good agreement is observed. The fluctuation of 
DaaiT) at large time is typical for an ensemble of this size. 
Similar agreement for D„„ is obtained for a large settling rate 
(\ « 8.12). 
Figure 3 compares the normalized particle velocity correla-
tion functions, Cadr) = R«„„^{T)l{vi), found from the Monte-
Carlo simulation and predicted by using the nonlinear analysis 
for three cases. The first case is for CnCr) at \ ^ 1. The 
analytical prediction needs an interpolation in order to obtain 
\ and /3„. As shown, the results from the simulations and the 
nonlinear analysis are in very good agreement. The second case 
corresponds to a very large settling rate, \ «=< 8.12. The analyti-
cal results, based on the interpolation, are very close to the 
i.o-
0.0 
P(v,) 
Symbols; simulation 
Lines: nonlinear analysis 
z 
v,/uo or vj/uo 
Fig. 1 Comparison of pdf's of particle veiocitles between IVIonte-Carlo 
simulation and nonlinear analysis. Reuo = (Uo2a)/j' = 6.6445, Ps/{koUo) = 
0.0271, VT = 0; Fg = {ulko)/9 = =0. Np = 1000 forp(v,) and Wp = 2000 for 
asymptotic result that uses Taylor's frozen field hypothesis, and 
to the results from the Monte-Carlo simulation. 
Comparisons of the correlation function of the fluid velocity 
fluctuations seen by the particle, R^^UJ.T), obtained by the simu-
lation and by the nonlinear analysis, are shown in Fig. 4 for 
particles witli X » 8.12. Good agreement is observed. Figure 4 
indicates that the statistics of the fluid turbulence seen by the 
particle is approximated quite well by the analysis, even with 
two sources of nonlinearity. From the comparisons of both 
/?i;̂ „ (r) (input) and C|i(r) (output) obtained with the simulation 
and the nonlinear analysis, it is concluded that the nonlinear 
behavior of the particle motion is accurately approximated by 
the quasi-linear equation (12). 
Comparison With the Experimental Data Of Wells and Stock 
(1983). Figure 5 compares predicted particle diffusivities with 
the measurements of Wells and Stock (1983) in decaying grid 
turbulence. The particle diameter is 57 fim and the material 
density, pp = 2420 kg/m'. The fluid rms velocity is taken as UQ 
= 14.6 cm/s in the prediction. The fluid diffusivity is approxi-
mated by that of 5 fim particles, Df ~ 4.9 cmVs. Since the fluid 
diffusivity is Df ~ Q.903uo/ka, this gives ko ~ 2.69 cm"' or Wo 
~ 39.3 s-'. Thus Vf ~ 0.1505 cmVs, Reuo ~ 0.553 and ft ~ 
1.079. The particle Reynolds number exceeds one at large set-
Simulation 
Analytical; long time 
Average of simulation 
100 200 
Fig. 2 Ensemble averaged (A/p = 4000) particle diffusivity D as a function 
of time at: {u,fia)/v = 6.6445, PsHkoUo) = 0.0271, (og*o)/ff = ", l/r = 0 
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1.0 
0. 
o 0.6 
> 
DT 0.4 
0.2 
0.0 
-0.2 
Case 2, a =2 
Monte Carlo simulation 
Nonlinear analysis 
Asymptotic analysis 
(Frozen field hypothesis) 
Case 1 
a =1 ^'•>. 
Simulation 
Nonlinear analysis 
10' r 
0 1 2 3 4 5 5 t 
Fig. 3 Comparison of normalized correlation functions of particle veloc-
ity between simulation {Np = 4000) and analyses. 
Case 1 (a = 1): {Uo2a)/v = 4, Ps/CfoUo) = 0.6667, (ugk„)/ff = 1i X = l/r/Uo =* 
0.98, Reo = <{|u - V\2a)/v} ^ 6.623. 
Case 2[a = 2): (Oo2a)/.' = 1.3289, /3s/(fcoUo) = 0.3386, {ug/fo)/g = 0.204; X 
= VT/UO «• 8.12, Reo = {(|u - V\2a)/v) « 11. 
a =1; non-linear analysis 
a =1; simulation 
a =1; frozen field 
a =2; non-linear analysis 
a =2; simulation 
a=2; frozen field 
^ ^ j . j . * ! « g » a » i » l » l t 
-0.2 
Fig. 6(a) 
1.0 
Fig. 6(b) 
Fig. 6 Dependence of particle intensities on Vj3^/ftoUo and Pi/ikoUa) at 
Fg = {uako)/g = 0.1, 1, 10 and °°. For each Fg, data correspond to Reuo 
= (Uo2a)/v = 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5, 10, and 25. (a) longitudinal; (b) lateral. 
Fig. 4 Comparison of fluid velocity correlation functions seen by the 
particle between the simulation (/V„ = 4000) and analysis. 
(Uo2a)/v = 1.3289, PsHkoUo) = 0.3386, {ulko)/g = 0.204; 
VT/UO =« 8.12, <(|o - V\Za)/v) « 11. 
tling velocity. In the experiment, the transverse component of 
the particle diffusivity was obtained by measuring the mean 
square displacement in the normal direction. As can be seen, 
the comparison is quite satisfactory in view of the difficulties 
in measuring the diffusivity and in using a low Reynolds number 
energy spectrum in the analysis. 
Results of the Nonlinear Analyses 
Particle Turbulence. The primary results of the nonlinear 
analyses are the root-mean square of the turbulent velocity and 
the turbulent diffusivity in directions parallel ((u?), JDH) and 
perpendicular ((ui), D22) to the direction of gravity. These are 
obtained from the extension of Reek's analysis to the case of 
anisotropic time constants (equations (4-29)). The dimen-
sionless groups that enter into the analysis are Fg, /?„, Rewo, 
and y. 
Figures 6(a) and 6{b) can be used to estimate {vf), (v^) and 
Diu D22, if ^0, «o, Pa, and \ are known. It is noted that Rewo 
and k do not enter into the correlation since they affect only 
the estimate of P„. The longitudinal intensity of the particle 
turbulence depends on Fg, /3i, and ^2', in the linear range it 
depends only on Fg and ^2- Note that (vi) is proportional to 
Pi/32 at X -»t», as shown by (32a), and that /3i and P2 are close 
in value when k-^O. Therefore (/Si/fla) '" is used as the abscissa 
in Fig. 6(a). Calculations from the nonlinear theory, given in 
D^^; present 
D , , ; Wells & Stock 
20 40 60 100 120 V^(cm/s) 
10^ 
•̂  D , 
Fg= 
'̂ X K^ '̂ X 
Fig. 7 Dependence of particle dppiffusivities on Pt/koUo at Fg = 
Fig. 5 Comparison of the particle diffusivities with experimental data of {uoko)/g =^0.1,1,10 and <». For each Fg, data correspond to Reuo = (uo2a)/ 
Wells and Stock (1983) v = OA, 0.5,1, 5, 10, and 25. 
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Fig. 8(a) 
Fig. 8(6) 
10^ l/P. 
Fig. 8c Fg=»» 
Fig. 8(c) 
Fig. 8 Particle Inertial parameters as functions of Reps = (4/9) {(pa^g)/ 
v^ or /3s/(Mo) at different values of Fg = (u§ko)/s and Reuo = (u<^)lv 
(ranging from 0.1 to 100). (a) Fg = 1.0; (b) Fg = 10; (c) Fg = =o. 
Fig. 6(fl), shows that (u?) is correlated very well by Fg and 
WiPiY'^- The lateral component is related only to Fg and /Jj 
regardless of the values of the turbulence particle Reynolds 
number Rewo. 
Calculated values of the particle diffusivities D, i and D22 can 
also be characterized by Fg and ^2, as shown in Fig. 7. Thus, 
both the intensities and the diffusivities can be described by 
two parameters, instead of three, in the nonlinear drag range. 
It is interesting to note that the particle diffusivity is laiger than 
that of the fluid diffusivity in the nonlinear drag range if Fg is 
large and PJ is finite, as shown in Fig. 7. This is consistent with 
the result of Reeks obtained for the linear drag case. 
Particle Inertial Parameter. The particle inertial parameter. 
Pa, needs to be estimated in order to use Figs. 6 and 7. Figure 
8 shows that the calculated value of /9„, normalized by the value 
for Stokesian drag, Ps, depends on Fg, Rep^, and Rewo- The 
inertial parameters are seen to be strongly anisotropic at large 
Re/?s- For Fg s O.l, the effect of turbulence on /?<,, is small 
because the effect of gravitational settling is strong. For Rewo 
varying from 0.1 to 100, PJps remains almost unchanged. Thus, 
the values of PJPs, can be easily computed by assuming Reuo 
= 0 for Fg < 0.1. 
Figure 8(a) shows the behavior of PJPs for Fg = 1. When 
particle size (or Reps'̂ ) increases, Ps increases, as does the anisotropy 
of p„. It can be seen that the turbulence has little effect on /?i at 
Fg = 1. However, the effect of Rewo on P2 is very clear. As 
RcHo increases, the nonlinearity becomes stronger. Consequently, 
the effective particle inertia in the lateral direction decreases due to 
an increase in the instantaneous drag and the strong nonlinearity. 
This effect is more pronounced at higher values of Fg, as shown 
in Fig. 8(/>) for Fg = 10. At Fg > 10, the gravitational effect is 
relatively weak and the anisotropy in P^ is not so strong as for 
smaller Fg. Asymptotic values exist for Pi and P2 as Rep,s -> <» for 
all values of Rewo at finite Fg; they are given by (13). 
The effect of turbulence on /3„, that arises because of the 
nonlinearity of the drag, is seen most clearly in Fig. 8(c) for 
Fg -^ 00. In the absence of body forces, it is very difficult to 
obtain the effective particle inertial parameter P in the nonlinear 
drag range because the only velocity known a priori to define 
the particle Reynolds number is the turbulence rms velocity Uo, 
which gives Rewo- However, Re«o is not the particle Reynolds 
number RCQ = (| u - V | )2alu. If Stokes drag law is used, a 10 
percent error would exist in the calculation of Rco at Rewo 2: 
0.5 when Ps =s 1. A 100 percent error would result from the 
use of the Stokes drag law for Re«o ^ 10 and Ps ^ 0 . 1 . The 
results in Fig. 8 are thus useful when Fg is large. This can occur 
at large flow rates when the fluid turbulence is large. 
The Settling Rate. The role of fluid turbulence or fluid oscil-
lation in the direction of gravity in decreasing particle settling 
velocity Vj has been known for years (Tunstall and Houghton, 
1968; Murray 1970; Schoneborn, 1975; Hwang, 1985; Ikeda 
and Yamasaka, 1989; Mei, 1990). The mechanism for the de-
crease in VT is the increase in the average drag caused by the 
fluid turbulence or unsteadiness when the drag law is nonlinear. 
An increase in the particle settling velocity has also been re-
cently discovered (Maxey, 1987) and thoroughly examined us-
ing a direct numerical simulation (Wang and Maxey, 1993). 
The mechanism for the increase in VV is a preferential concentra-
tion (or trajectory bias) of particles in regions of larger strain 
rate and lower vorticity. The preferential concentration was 
found to have a profound effect on increasing the settling veloc-
ity when the particle response time is close to the Kolmogorov 
time scale and when the particle Reynolds number is small. 
Wang and Maxey (1993) also reported that VV can be reduced 
from that observed in a still fluid when the particle Reynolds 
number exceeds one and the drag law is in the nonlinear range. 
By using Monte-Carlo simulations with linear and nonlinear 
drag laws, the effects of these competing mechanisms on the 
particle settUng velocity were investigated in Mei (1994a) using 
the low Reynolds number energy spectrum given by equation 
(16). The parameter y was varied from 0 (frozen turbulence 
limit) to 3. Maxey's (1987) finding was reproduced in the linear 
drag range. For non-frozen turbulence the effect of trajectory 
bias on the settling was found to be small in comparison with 
the effect of the nonlinear drag associated with the turbulence 
when the particle Reynolds number is of order one. It is noted 
that both the energy spectrum and the small scale turbulence 
structure in the DNS are more realistic than that in the random 
Fourier modes representation of the pseudo turbulence used in 
the Monte-Carlo simulation. Thus it is not possible to draw a 
precise boundary in a multi-pai-ameter space (particle inertia, 
settling velocity, particle Reynolds number) to separate regions 
of settling velocity enhancement and settling velocity reduction 
based on the Monte Carlo simulation (Mei, 1994a). In this 
paper, the interpolation formula for the settling velocity does 
not take into account the effect of preferential concentration on 
reducing Vf, hence the present analysis is mostly applicable 
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10* i '3 . 
Fig. 9 Effect of turbulence on the particle settling velocity. \o = Vjlua 
is the settling rate of particle in a still fluid at Reuo = (Uaia)lv -* 0 and Fg 
= (Uo*o)/g = 1000. 
when the drag law is in the fully nonlinear range and the particle 
response time is larger than the Kolmogorov time scale. Some 
error due to the neglect of preferential concentration is expected 
when a linear drag law is applicable. 
Define \o as the particle settling rate for the case of zero 
turbulence, i.e., in a still fluid. It approaches Vrslua = l/(Fg Ps) 
if the particle Reynolds number is much less than one, where 
Fg is defined by (19). A common practice among hydrologists 
in studying the sedimentation of sand particles in rivers is to 
include the part of the added mass force related to the particle 
acceleration and to neglect terms containing fluid acceleration, 
such as (2/3)TTa^pj(du/dt) and (2/3)Ta^pj(Du/Dt) (Mei, 1994b), 
and the history force term in the particle equation of motion. 
Such a procedure gives 
0. ^ M 1 + 2p 
A modified Froude number 
Fg' =Fg{p + l/2)/ip - 1) 
(54) 
(55) 
which can be used instead of Fg. It is noted that Fg' is exactly 
the quantity x/used by Ikeda and Yamasaka (1989) where x is 
p' = (p- l)/(p + 1/2). 
The influences of Fg, /3,, and Rewo on KJXo is illustrated 
in Fig. 9 for Fg or Fg' = 1000 and -y = 1. As ^ , -> 0 or °°, 
X/\o ~* 1 regardless the values of Rewo and Fg. This can be 
explained as follows: for fis ~* °°. the particle inertia is very 
small and the particle closely follows the fluid turbulence. Thus 
the slip velocity between the particle and the fluid is effectively 
given by the settling velocity and is not affected by the turbu-
lence. For 0, -» 0, the particle inertia is very large so that the 
particle fluctuating velocity is much smaller than the particle 
settling velocity. Then the particle settles in an effectively still 
fluid. For particles with p, of order one, the effect of the fluid 
turbulence is the strongest: This is because the particle follows 
the motion of the fluid to some extent, but still retains some 
velocity difference from the fluid. If the settling rate is not 
high, the fluid turbulence becomes a more important factor in 
determining the average slip velocity. At Fg = 1 and 10 (not 
shown here), there are 17 and 30 percent decrease in the settling 
velocity as Re«o increases from 0 to 25 at /Jj ~ 0(1). At Fg = 
1000, which implies a very small gravitational force compared 
to the inertial force of the fluid turbulence, the reduction in \ 
is more than 60 percent at ,5,, = 10. 
Summary and Conclusions 
The analysis of Reeks (1977) for the stationary behavior of 
particles in a Gaussian, isotropic turbulence has had an im-
portant impact because it provides a means to estimate particle 
turbulence as a function of the inertial time constant, /3s \ and 
the terminal velocity of the particle, W- The representation of 
the drag by Stokes drag simplifies the problem because /8., is 
independent of the slip velocity. 
This paper extends Reek's analysis by using a nonlinear drag 
law. The results have the same limitations as Reeks' analysis 
in that the fluid turbulence is assumed to be isotropic and 
Gaussian. The principal contributions are the extension of 
Reeks' analysis to the case of anisotropic time constants (Eqs. 
(14)-29) and the development of approximate relation for the 
anisotropic particle time constants p~\ and the average slip 
velocity. 
In the limit of large Vr, (uo/Vrf <̂  1, the turbulence terms in 
(8), (45), and (48) can be ignored. Therefore, the average effec-
tive slip velocity, Vj, is given by Vr and P^ by (13a, b). It is 
noted that the inertial time constant in the direction of gravity, 
P'[\ is smaller than that in the direction perpendicular to the 
gravity, /Si'• A consequence of this is that the particle follows 
turbulent velocity fluctuations in the direction of gravity better 
than in the directions perpendicular to the gravity. 
For the case of VT = 0, slip occurs because of turbulent 
velocity fluctuations of the particles and the fluid. By assuming 
a Gaussian distribution for the particle velocity, Eq. (44) is 
derived for an average magnitude of the slip velocity v^. Because 
there is no preferred direction, /?„ is isotropic. A mean value, 
(/3), is related to V</. In order to utilize Reeks' analysis the 
equation of motion of the particle is linearized. This requires 
the assumption that the fluctuations in /3 are small comparing 
with (P) and limits the applicability of the nonlinear analysis. 
Interpolation formulae are used to evaluate /3a, settling veloc-
ity VT, and the slip velocity, V ,̂ for the situations when Vj/uo 
= 0(1). See Eqs. (45), (48a, b), and (49a, b). 
The primary results are the prediction of root-mean-square 
turbulent velocity fluctuations and the turbulent diffusivity in 
directions parallel ((u?), Dn) and perpendicular ({vl), D22) to the 
direction of gravity given in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. The inertial time 
constants in these figures are calculated from the interpolation 
formulas (48a, b). These interpolation formulae contain a Reyn-
olds number, Reo, based on effective slip velocity that is approx-
imated by (45). Quantities MO and /JQ are specified by the magni-
tude of the fluid velocity fluctuation and the length scale of the 
fluid turbulence. 
One of the concerns when a nonlinear drag law is used is 
the estimation of the effects of the turbulence on the settling 
velocity, the mean slip velocity, and the inertial time constants. 
The analyses presented in this paper predicts that fluid turbu-
lence decreases VT- This is consistent with a body of previous 
work cited in the Introduction. While both mechanisms (reduc-
tion and enhancement of settUng velocity VT) can be in force, 
the analysis presented in this paper pertains to the case when 
the drag nonlinearity is strong. 
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